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* NOTICES * 

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for anydamages caused by the use of this translation. 

l.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original 

precisely. 

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated. 

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated. 

[Claim (s) ] 

[Claim 1] In the information processor connected with a license issue system through a 

communication line while having the means which reads information from a commutative storage 

A means to send out the use consent demand of the application software stored in said 

commutative storage to said license issue system, A means to save the license consent information 

published from the license issue system, The justification of said license consent information 

corresponding to this application software is checked. The information processor which has the 

means whose activation of said application software is enabled only when just, a means to 

eliminate said saved license consent information, and a means to notify having eliminated said 

license consent information to a license issue system. 

[Claim 2] The information processor according to claim 1 carry out having a means send out the 

command which requires license migration of said application software to a license issue system, 

and a means direct elimination of key information to a means receive the license migration 

starting information that a license issue system publishes in response to this license migration 

demand command, and eliminate said saved license consent information as the description. 

[Claim 3] In the information processor connected with a license issue system through a 

communication line while having the means which reads information from a commutative storage 

A means to save while generating key information, and a means to send out the use consent 

demand of the application software stored in said commutative storage to said license issue system 

with said key information, A means to save the license consent information published from said 

license issue system, Correlation with said key information and license consent information which 

were saved is checked, the injury with relation — the information processor characterized by 

having the means whose activation of said application software is enabled only when just, a 

means to eliminate said saved key information, and a means to notify having eliminated said key 

information to a license issue system. 

[Claim 4] The information processor according to claim 3 carry out having a means send out the 

command which requires license migration of said application software to a license issue system, 

and a means direct elimination of key information to a means receive the license migration 

starting information that a license issue system publishes in response to this license migration 

demand command, and eliminate said saved key information as the description. 

[Claim 5] While having the means which reads information from a commutative storage, it is the 

commutative storage which memorized the program performed in the information processor 

connected with a license issue system through a communication line. In this program A means to 
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send out the use consent demand of the application software stored in the commutative storage 

with which the application software stored in a different commutative storage from the 

commutative storage or this commutative storage which recorded said program was recorded to 

said license issue system, A means to save the license consent information published from the 

license issue system, The justification of said license consent information corresponding to this 

application software is checked. The means whose activation of said application software is 

enabled only when just, The commutative storage characterized by having a means to eliminate 

said saved license consent information, and a means to notify having eliminated said license 

consent information to a license issue system. 

[Claim 6] The commutative storage according to claim 5 carry out having a means send out the 

command which requires license migration of said application software of said program to a 

license issue system, and a means direct elimination of key information to a means receive the 

license migration starting information that a license issue system publishes in response to this 

license migration demand command, and eliminate said saved license consent information as the 

description. 

[Claim 7] While having the means which reads information from a commutative storage, it is the 

commutative storage which memorized the program performed in the information processor 

connected with a license issue system through a communication line. A means to save at it while 

generating key information in this program, A means to send out the use consent demand of the 

application software stored in a different commutative storage from the commutative storage or 

this commutative storage which memorized said program to said license issue system with said 

key information, A means to save the license consent information published from said license 

issue system, Correlation with said key information and license consent information which were 

saved is checked, the injury with relation ~ the information processor characterized by having the 

means whose activation of said application software is enabled only when just, a means to 

eliminate said saved key information, and a means to notify having eliminated said key 

information to a license issue system. 

[Claim 8] The information processor according to claim 7 carry out having a means send out the 

command which requires license migration of said application software to a license issue system, 

and a means direct elimination of key information to a means receive the license migration 

starting information that a license issue system publishes in response to this license migration 

demand command, and eliminate said saved key information as the description. 

[Claim 9] A license demand command is received from the information processor connected 

through the communication line. It has a means to perform consent judging processing in which it 

determines whether perform license consent to the user of this information processor. It is the 

license issue system which sends the license consent information for enabling activation of the 

application software which had the use consent demand when it approved to the information 

processor of license demand origin. The user-identification information on an information 

processor that license consent was given, and the application software identification information 
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which gave consent, While having a means to match and register the status which shows whether 

this application software is in a license migration condition A means to investigate whether 

correspondence with the user-identification information and application software identification 

information which received said license demand command and performed this license demand is 

registered, When correspondence with said user-identification information and application software 

identification information is not registered In judging the propriety of license consent with said 

consent judging processing means and giving license consent, the user-identification information 

on the information processor of license demand origin, While matching and registering that the 

application software identification information which gave consent, and said status of this 

application software are not in a license migration condition When correspondence with a means 

to send license consent information to the information processor of license demand origin, and 

said user-identification information and application software identification information is registered 

It investigates whether the status of correspondence with the user-identification information 

concerned and application software identification information is in a license migration condition. 

A means to send license consent information to the information processor of license demand 

origin only when it is in a license migration condition, The notice of the purport which eliminated 

the license consent information on application software is received from an information processor. 

The license issue system characterized by having a means to rewrite and register the 

user-identification information on this information processor, and the status of correspondence of 

this application software into a license migration condition. 

[Claim 10] The license issue system according to claim 9 characterized by having a means to 

direct elimination of the license consent information which received the command which requires 

license migration of said application software from the information processor, and was saved to 

this information processor. 

[Claim 11] The license demand command which includes key information from the information 

processor connected through the communication line is received. It has a means to perform 

consent judging processing in which it determines whether perform license consent to the user of 

this information processor. It is the license issue system which relates with said key information 

the license consent information for enabling activation of the application software which had the 

use consent demand when it approved, creates it, and is sent to the information processor of a 

requiring agency. The user-identification information on an information processor that license 

consent was given, and the application software identification information which gave consent, 

While having a means to match and register the status which shows whether this application 

software is in a license migration condition A means to investigate whether correspondence with 

the user-identification information and application software identification information which 

received the license demand command sent out from an information processor, and performed this 

license demand is registered, When correspondence with said user-identification information and 

application software identification information is not registered In judging the propriety of license 

consent with said consent judging processing means and giving license consent, the 
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user-identification information on the information processor of license demand origin, The 

application software identification information which gave consent, and a means to send license 

consent information to the information processor of license demand origin while matching and 

registering that said status of this application software is not in a license migration condition, 

When correspondence with said user-identification information and application software 

identification information is registered The status of correspondence with the user-identification 

information concerned and application software identification information When a means to 

investigate whether it is in a license migration condition, and to send license consent information 

to the information processor of license demand origin only when it is in a license migration 

condition, and the notice of the purport which eliminated said key information from the 

information processor are received, The license issue system characterized by having a means to 

rewrite and register the user-identification information on this information processor, and the 

status of correspondence of this application software into a license migration condition. 

[Claim 12] The license issue system according to claim 11 characterized by having a means to 

direct elimination of the key information which received the command which requires license 

migration of said application software from the information processor, and was saved to this 

information processor. 

[Claim 13] Require the license consent for using the application software recorded on the 

commutative storage which can be read from an information processor of a license issue system, 

and the justification of this demand is checked in a license issue system. They are issue/moving 

method of the license in the configuration which publishes license consent information that it is 

used in order to enable activation of the application software by which the use demand was 

carried out at the information processor of a requiring agency. The identification information of 

the user who gave license consent to the license issue system, It has a means to match and 

register the identification information of application software which gave consent, and the status 

which shows whether this application software is in a license migration condition. In a license 

issue system, the license consent demand from an information processor is received. It 

investigates whether correspondence with the user-identification information on a requiring agency 

and application software identification information is registered. When correspondence with said 

user-identification information and application software identification information is not registered 

In judging propriety of license consent and giving license consent, the user-identification 

information on the information processor of license demand origin, While matching and 

registering that the application software identification information which gave consent, and said 

status of this application software are not in a license migration condition When license consent 

information is published to the information processor of license demand origin and 

correspondence with said user-identification information and application software identification 

information is registered It investigates whether the status of correspondence with the 

user-identification information concerned and application software identification information is in 

a license migration condition. Only when it is in a license migration condition, license consent 
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information is published to the information processor of license demand origin. When saving the 

this published license consent information and moving the license of said application software, an 

information processor An information processor notifies the purport that deleted the this saved 

license consent information and license consent information was deleted to the license issue 

system. A license issue system is the license issue / moving method characterized by receiving 

this notice, and rewriting and registering the user-identification information on this information 

processor, and the status of correspondence of this application software into a license migration 

condition. 

[Claim 14] Key information is sent while requiring the license consent for using the application 

software recorded on the commutative storage which can be read from an information processor 

of a license issue system. The justification of this demand is checked in a license issue system. 

They are issue/moving method of the license in the configuration which relates with said key 

information the license consent information that it is used in order to enable activation of the 

application software by which the use demand was carried out at the information processor of a 

requiring agency, creates it, and is published to the information processor of a requiring agency. 

The identification information of the user who gave license consent to the license issue system, It 

has a means to match and register the identification information of application software which 

gave consent, and the status which shows whether this application software is in a license 

migration condition. In a license issue system, the license consent demand from an information 

processor is received.  It investigates  whether correspondence with  the user-identification 

information on a requiring agency and application software identification information is registered. 

When  correspondence   with   said  user-identification   information   and   application software 

identification information is not registered In judging propriety of license consent and giving 

license consent, the user-identification information on the information processor of license demand 

origin, While matching and registering that the application software identification information 

which gave consent, and said status of this application software are not in a license migration 

condition When license consent information is published to the information processor of license 

demand origin and correspondence with said user-identification information and application 

software   identification   information   is   registered   It   investigates   whether   the   status of 

correspondence with the user-identification information concerned and application software 

identification information is in a license migration condition. Only when it is in a license 

migration condition, license consent information is published to the information processor of 

license demand origin. When saving said key information and moving the license of said 

application software, an information processor An information processor notifies the purport that 

deleted the this saved key information and key information was deleted to the license issue 

system. A license issue system is the license issue / moving method characterized by receiving 

this notice, and rewriting and registering the user-identification information on this information 

processor, and the status of correspondence of this application software into a license migration 

condition. 
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[Detailed Description of the Invention] 

[0001] 

[Industrial Application] This invention relates to the management method of a license of the 

application software used with a personal computer etc. 

[0002] 

[Description of the Prior Art] The selling gestalt of the software which sells separately storages 

stored where software is protected in recent years, such as CD-ROM and MO (magneto-optic 

disk), and the license (key) for canceling the protection state of the software in the record 

medium is being realized. The license management method in such a selling gestalt is explained 

using drawing 2 . 

[0003] As shown in drawing 2 , navigator software and two or more application software with 

protection are stored in the storage distributed. From a user side, this navigator software is 

software which operates as a surrogate of license issue origin so to speak, and they cannot be 

altered [ can refer to data, such as a key to deal with, or ]. 

[0004] The user who purchased this medium installs navigator software in his user system first. 

Then, if a user chooses desired application software, navigator software will publish the command 

which requires the license of this application software of the license issue origin connected 

through the communication line. The license demand ID of a proper is given to this demand 

command with the information which specifies the application software chosen at least as the 

demand command of this license. The case where ID according to individual (hardware ID) is 

used for every machine which is using this key information, and ID (software ID) which 

navigator software generates using a random number etc. may be used. 

[0005] The license issue origin which received this license demand command checks the user of 

a requiring agency, and judges whether a license is published or not. This check has the approach 

of judging this justification including user authentication information to license information, a 

method of judging the justification of the user ID of the personal computer communications used 

for a license demand, etc. 

[0006] and when it judges with license issue being possible to this user, and it can charge for 

example, pulling [ a user's account to ] down is possible — etc., said key information is used for 

the license information for using corresponding application, and it locks (enciphering), and sends 

out to a user system. A user system removes a key using the saved key information (decryption), 

and takes out said license information. 

[0007] Application software checks this license information, if it is just, it will be performed, 

and if not just, it will not be performed. In addition, application software itself may be enciphered 

and the above-mentioned license information may adopt the configuration made into the 

cryptographic key whose activation decrypts this code and is enabled, the key information which, 

in short, creates the license consent information which a license issue system creates by the user 

system side ~ relating — creating — a user system side — this injury with relation « even if other 

users do unjust acquisition of the license consent information, it prevents from using it to starting 
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of application software as a configuration which application software makes usable, only when 

just 

[0008] 

[Problem (s) to be Solved by the Invention] By the way, the engine performance of a personal 

computer is improving rapidly in recent years, and the cases bought more with the personal 

computer of high performance with a new model have been increasing in number. [ new ] Thus, 

even when a user changes a user system, there is a case to continue and use the application 

software which was being used until now. 

[0009] However, with the conventional technique, a license demand must be carried out as 

mentioned above using Hardware ID or Software ID (or both). Since ID differs in a new user 

system when Hardware ID is used, are unusable. Moreover, also when using Software ID, the 

thing of a proper is generated for every equipment at least on account of security (further). Since 

a user cannot refer to it from the navigator software which generates Software ID for every 

demand in many cases A too new user system cannot use the application software concerned 

using the license information given to the old user system. Anyway, it is licensed only to the user 

system of license demand origin. 

[0010] For this reason, in order to continue by the new user system and to use the application 

software concerned to the user who gave use consent (license) of a certain application software, 

when there ' is a re-license demand, publishing a re-license for nothing is also considered. 

However, since application software continues being in an usable condition, when it continued 

also by the old user system in that case, and this old user system was transferred and resold by 

the third person, in addition to the user of a new user system, the third person who has not given 

use consent also had the trouble that the application software concerned will become usable. 

[0011] The invention in this application is made in view of such a trouble, and aims at the 

system distribution which enables cancellation/migration of a license of application software. 

[0012] 

[Means for Solving the Problem] The above-mentioned trouble is solved by the information 

processor, commutative storage, and license issue system of the following configurations. 

** An information processor and a commutative storage (claims 1-8) 

The information processor of the first invention (claim 1) which solves the above-mentioned 

trouble In the information processor connected with a license issue system through a 

communication line while having the means which reads information from a commutative storage 

A means to send out the use consent demand of the application software stored in said 

commutative storage to said license issue system, A means to save the license consent information 

published from the license issue system, The justification of said license consent information 

corresponding to this application software is checked. It is characterized by having the means 

whose activation of said application software is enabled only when just, a means to eliminate said 

saved license consent information, and a means to notify having eliminated said license consent 

information to a license issue system. 
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[0013] Especially this invention has the description in having a means to eliminate license 

consent information among the above-mentioned configurations, and a means to notify having 

eliminated the license consent information corresponding to application software to a license issue 

system when license consent information is eliminated. The user who has an information 

processor by adopting this configuration becomes movable [ a license ] by performing a license 

demand from another information processor to a license issue system, with use consent of desired 

application software maintained (license migration condition). 

[0014] Moreover, since it constituted so that the license consent information on the original 

information processor might be eliminated in order to change into a license migration condition, . 

in spite of having given the user license consent only by one set of a service condition, it 

becomes, without saying application software that actuation is possible with two or more 

information processors. Moreover, it is more desirable in adopting the configuration which has a 

means to direct elimination of key information to a means to receive the license migration starting 

information which a license issue system publishes in response to this license migration demand 

command, and to eliminate said saved license consent information. This is you. The ****** 

operation mistake and NABIGE Error of TASOFUTO If a notice is not made [ irrespective of ] 

by the license issue system when key information is eliminated by the above of a communication 

line etc., in order for a trouble to occur and to raise the safety in license elimination actuation, a 

license elimination activity is because managing by the license issue system is desirable. 

[0015] Next, the information processor of the second invention (claim 3) which solves the 

above-mentioned trouble In the information processor connected with a license issue system 

through a communication line while having the means which reads information from a 

commutative storage A means to save while generating key information, and a means to send out 

the use consent demand of the application software stored in said commutative storage to said 

license issue system with said key information, A means to save the license consent information 

sent out from said license issue system, Correlation with said key information and license consent 

information which were saved is checked, the injury with relation ~ it is characterized by having 

the means whose activation of said application software is enabled only when just, a means to 

eliminate said saved key information, and a means to notify having eliminated said key 

information to a license issue system. 

[0016] With the information processor of this invention, in case application software is 

performed, with checking the license consent information itself, the check with license consent 

information is performed using the key information which there is nothing and was created with 

the information processor. As the term of the conventional technique explained, in order to 

prevent the improper use by other users, this configuration checks correlation with the license 

consent information which a license issue system publishes using the key information which only 

an original user can use, and only when just, it presupposes that it is usable. 

[0017] For this reason, even if it does not eliminate the license consent information itself like the 

first invention, activation of the application software which corresponds if key information is 
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eliminated becomes impossible. Therefore, it becomes movable [ a license ] like the first 

invention by notifying having eliminated key information to license issue origin. 

[0018] In short, both the main point of the first invention and the second invention is in what 

"migration of a license is enabled for by eliminating information required checking the 

justification of application software." A means to send out the command which requires license 

migration of said application software by the same reason as the first invention to a license issue 

system also in this second invention, By receiving the license migration starting information 

which a license issue system publishes in response to this license migration demand command, 

and establishing a means to direct elimination of key information to a means to eliminate said 

saved key information It is desirable for a license issue system to manage license elimination 

actuation. 

[0019] Moreover, invention (claims 5 and 6) of the third of this invention records the program 

which performs invention of the first of this invention on a commutative storage, and records the 

fourth invention (claims 7 and 8) on the commutative storage which performs second invention. 

** License issue system (claims 9-12) 

The license issue system of the fifth invention (claim 9) which solves the above-mentioned 

trouble A license demand command is received from the information processor connected through 

the communication line. It has a means to perform consent judging processing in which it 

determines whether perform license consent to the user of this information processor. It is the 

license issue system which sends the license consent information for enabling activation of the 

application software which had the use consent demand when it approved to the information 

processor of license demand origin. The user-identification information on an information 

processor that license consent was given, and the application software identification information 

which gave consent, While having a means to match and register the status which shows whether 

this application software is in a license migration condition A means to investigate whether 

correspondence with the user-identification information and application software identification 

information which received said license demand command and performed this license demand is 

registered, When correspondence with said user-identification information and application software 

identification information is not registered In judging the propriety of license consent with said 

consent judging processing means and giving license consent The user-identification information 

on the information processor of license demand origin, and the application software identification 

information which gave consent, While matching and registering that said status of this 

application software is not in a license migration condition When correspondence with a means to 

send license consent information to the information processor of license demand origin, and said 

user-identification information and application software identification information is registered It 

investigates whether the status of correspondence with the user-identification information 

concerned and application software identification information is in a license migration condition. 

When a means to send license consent information to the information processor of license demand 

origin only when it is in a license migration condition, and the notice of the purport which 
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eliminated the license consent information on application software from the information processor 

are received, It is characterized by having a means to rewrite and register the user-identification 

information on this information processor, and the status of correspondence of this application 

software into a license migration condition. 

[0020] also in the conventional technique, the license issue system was judging whether license 

consent would be performed to the user of the information processor, when license demand origin 

was received from the information processor — obtaining — ** The judgment of this consent is 

you of for example, this information processor. It is performed by whether it can charge to THE. 

In addition, it is you by which a license issue system is contained in a license demand command 

as information as an approach of recognizing a user. You may make it recognize the name and 

may make it recognize personal computer communications including license issue service based 

on ID in the case of logging in. 

[0021] When it judges that license consent is possible, while sending license consent information 

to an information processor, a means to match and register the status which shows whether the 

application software is in a license migration condition with the user-identification information on 

the information processor and the application software identification information which gave 

consent is established. 

[0022] When the license consent demand from an information processor is received, the user of 

a requiring agency and correspondence with the application software by which the consent 

demand was carried out investigate whether it is already registered. If not registered, since it is the 

license consent demand to begin, propriety of license consent is judged, and if consent is possible, 

it sends out to the information processor of license consent information demand-origin. 

[0023] Since license consent is already made when registered, it investigates whether the status 

is in a license migration condition. If it is in a license migration condition, since a user is in a 

condition without the information processor which holds the royalty of corresponding application 

software, and (being consent settled) can use the application software, he sends out license 

consent information so that use may become possible with the information processor of a 

requiring agency. In that case, the judgment of license consent is unnecessary. If the status is not 

in a license migration condition, since it has the information processor of a requiring agency 

which can already use the application software concerned, new license consent is not performed. 

[0024] Therefore, the user of an information processor has to change into a license migration 

condition the status of application software which is registered into the license issue center and 

which wishes to move, in order to move a license. By receiving the notice of the purport that the 

license issue center eliminated license consent information from the information processor, it 

constitutes from this invention so that it may be set as a license migration condition. That is, since 

it becomes impossible to use the application software in the information processor surely used 

conventionally in order to perform license migration, being licensed to two or more information 

processors to one consent (royalty) is lost. 

[0025] In this invention, it is desirable to constitute so that it may have a means to direct 

- 10 - 
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elimination of the key information which received the command which requires license migration 

of said application software from the information processor, and was saved to this information 

processor. This is the operation mistake and NABIGE by the user. Error of TASOFUTO If a 

notice is not made [ irrespective of ] by the license issue system when key information is 

eliminated by the above of a communication line etc., in order for a trouble to occur and to raise 

the safety in license elimination actuation, a license elimination activity is because managing by 

the license issue system is desirable. 

[0026] Moreover, the license issue system of the sixth invention A license demand command is 

received from the information processor connected through the communication line. It has a 

means to perform consent judging processing processing in which it determines whether perform 

license consent to the user of this information processor. It is the license issue system which 

relates with said key information the license consent information for enabling activation of the 

application software which had the use consent demand when it approved, creates it, and is sent to 

the information processor of a requiring agency. The user-identification information on an 

information processor that license consent was given, and the application software identification 

information which gave consent, While having a means to match and register the status which 

shows whether this application software is in a license migration condition When the license 

demand command sent out from an information processor is received A means to investigate 

whether correspondence with the user-identification information and application software 

identification information which performed this license demand is registered, When 

correspondence with said user-identification information and application software identification 

information is not registered In judging the propriety of license consent with said consent judging 

processing means and giving license consent, the user-identification information on the 

information processor of license demand origin, The application software identification 

information which gave consent, and a means to send license consent information to the 

information processor of license demand origin while matching and registering that said status of 

this application software is not in a license migration condition, When correspondence with said 

user-identification information and application software identification information is registered It 

investigates whether the status of correspondence with the user-identification information 

concerned and application software identification information is in a license migration condition. 

When a means to send license consent information to the information processor of license demand 

origin only when it is in a license migration condition, and the notice of the purport which 

eliminated said key information from the information processor are received, It is the license issue 

system characterized by having a means to rewrite and register the user-identification information 

on this information processor, and the status of correspondence of this application software into a 

license migration condition. 

[0027] This invention relates a license issue system with the key information which the 

information processor published, and creates license consent information, and an information 

processor is used for the configuration which judges the propriety of use of application software 
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by checking correlation with license consent information and key information. Therefore, in a 

license issue system, since use of application software cannot be performed with an information 

processor without key information, when key information is eliminated from the information 

processor used conventionally, it becomes movable [ a license ] like the fifth invention by 

constituting so that it may be set as a license migration condition. 

[0028] Also in this invention, it is desirable to constitute so that it may have a means to direct 

elimination of the key information which received the command which requires license migration 

of said application software from the information processor, and was saved to this information 

processor by the same reason as the fifth invention. 

** License issue / moving method (claims 13 and 14) 

License issue / moving method of the seventh invention (claim 13) which solves the 

above-mentioned trouble Require the license consent for using the application software recorded 

on the commutative storage which can be read from an information processor of a license issue 

system, and the justification of this demand is checked in a license issue system. They are 

issue/moving method of the license in the configuration which publishes license consent 

information that it is used in order to enable activation of the application software by which the 

use demand was carried out at the information processor of a requiring agency. The identification 

information of the user who gave license consent to the license issue system, It has a means to 

match and register the identification information of application software which gave consent, and 

the status which shows whether this application software is in a license migration condition. In a 

license issue system, the license consent demand from an information processor is received. It 

investigates whether correspondence with the user-identification information on a requiring agency 

and application software identification information is registered. When correspondence with said 

user-identification information and application software identification information is not registered 

In judging propriety of license consent and giving license consent, the user-identification 

information on the information processor of license demand origin, While matching and 

registering that the application software identification information which gave consent, and said 

status of this application software are not in a license migration condition When license consent 

information is published to the information processor of license demand origin and 

correspondence with said user-identification information and application software identification 

information is registered It investigates whether the status of correspondence with the 

user-identification information concerned and application software identification information is in 

a license migration condition. Only when it is in a license migration condition, license consent 

information is published to the information processor of license demand origin. When saving the 

this published license consent information and moving the license of said application software, an 

information processor An information processor notifies the purport that deleted the this saved 

license consent information and license consent information was deleted to the license issue 

system. A license issue system receives this notice and it is characterized by rewriting and 

registering the user-identification information on this information processor, and the status of 
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correspondence of this application software into a license migration condition. 

[0029] This approach is the same as that of above-mentioned claims 1, 5, and 9 on a technical 

thought target. A means to register the status which shows a license issue system whether the 

combination of the user and application software which gave consent, and this combination are in 

a license migration condition is established. In an information processor, the license consent 

information which the license issue system published is saved, and corresponding application 

software is made usable. 

[0030] And when moving a license to other information processors, the purport deleted while 

deleting the saved license consent information is notified to a license issue system. With a license 

issue system, when the status of the combination of a corresponding user and application software 

is carried out as a license migration condition and a license consent demand is under this license 

migration condition in response to this notice, migration of a license is carried out by carrying out 

the recurrence line of a license, without carrying out a consent judging anew as it is possible. 

[0031] Moreover, license issue / moving method of the eighth invention (claim 14) for solving 

the above-mentioned trouble Key information is sent while requiring the license consent for using 

the application software recorded on the commutative storage which can be read from an 

information processor of a license issue system. The justification of this demand is checked in a 

license issue system. They are issue/moving method of the license in the configuration which 

relates with said key information the license consent information that it is used in order to enable 

activation of the application software by which the use demand was carried out at the information 

processor of a requiring agency, creates it, and is published to the information processor of a 

requiring agency. The identification information of the user who gave license consent to the 

license issue system, It has a means to match and register the identification information of 

application software which gave consent, and the status which shows whether this application 

software is in a license migration condition. In a license issue system, the license consent demand 

from an information processor is received. It investigates whether correspondence with the 

user-identification information on a requiring agency and application software identification 

information is registered. When correspondence with said user-identification information and 

application software identification information is not registered In judging propriety of license 

consent and giving license consent, the user-identification information on the information 

processor of license demand origin, While matching and registering that the application software 

identification information which gave consent, and said status of this application software are not 

in a license migration condition When license consent information is published to the information 

processor of license demand origin and correspondence with said user-identification information 

and application software identification information is registered It investigates whether the status 

of correspondence with the user-identification information concerned and application software 

identification information is in a license migration condition. Only when it is in a license 

migration condition, license consent information is published to the information processor of 

license demand origin. When saving said key information and moving the license of said 
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application software, an information processor An information processor notifies the purport that 

deleted the this saved key information and key information was deleted to the license issue 

system, license issue system receives this notice, and rewrites and registers the user-identification 

information on this information processor, and the status of correspondence of this application 

software into a license migration condition. 

[0032] This is the same as that of claims 3, 7, and 11 on a technical thought target, and in the 

system by which it relates with the key information which an information processor generates, and 

license consent information is created, like invention of claim 13, when key information is 

eliminated, it enables migration of a license. . 

[0033] 

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, one embodiment of this invention is explained based 

on a drawing. Drawing 1 is drawing showing the hardware configuration of the user system of 

this embodiment. The user system 11 has among drawing the body 110 of a user system which 

has CPU, memory, etc. (illustration abbreviation), a storage means 111 to memorize 

authentication information, and drive equipment 112 which performs read-out of the commutative 

storage 2. 

[0034] Moreover, although illustration was omitted since, as for this user system, the personal 

computer was generally used, it shall have means of communications, such as input means, such 

as a keyboard and a mouse, and a modem for communicating with the license issue system 13 

through a communication line 12, etc. As for the storage means 111, a hard disk is usually used. 

[0035] Moreover, although CD-ROM is used in many cases, of course, a magneto-optic disk, a 

magnetic disk, etc. may be used for the commutative storage 2. The thing corresponding to this 

commutative storage in drive equipment 112 is used. Generally as for a communication line 12, 

the telephone line is used. Moreover, a license issue system 13 has the correspondence table 131 

register correspondence by the body 130 of a system which performs processing 

(after-mentioned) shown in drawing 3 and drawing 4 , the user name which gave license 

migration license consent, the recognition information published to the user, the information for 

identifying the application software which gave this user consent, and the statuses (a flag etc.) 

which are shown [ whether this combination is in the present license migration condition, and ] . 

In addition, there will be no recognition information at an indispensable thing, if it says from the 

main point of this invention, but since it may be necessary to use for justification checks, such as 

a license migration demand, or to carry out a recurrence line, matching and recording is desirable. 

[0036] The navigator software and two or more application software with protection of drawing 

2 are recorded by the contents of the program stored in the commutative storage used in this 

embodiment like explanation of the conventional technique. (Although navigator software may 

adopt the gestalt which circulates the commutative storage which recorded only application 

software with protection on the origin of the premise of being used only with the already installed 

information processor, if navigator software is also attached, the user who began and purchased 

the medium also has the advantage whose use is attained immediately.) 
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From a user side, can refer to data, such as a key dealt with with navigator software, or they 

cannot be altered. In addition, the navigator software of this embodiment has drawing 3 , the 

notice section 31 of a license (there is nothing on conventional technique) migration request 

explained below using drawing 4 , the license migration starting section 32, the authentication 

information elimination section 33, the authentication information elimination check section 34, 

the notice section 35 of an authentication information elimination check, and the license consent 

demand section 41. 

[0037] The user who purchased this medium installs navigator software in his user system first. 

Then, if a user chooses desired application software, navigator software will publish the command 

which requires the license of this application software of the license issue origin connected 

through the communication line. The key information on a proper is given to this demand 

command with the information which specifies the application software chosen at least as the 

demand command of this license. ID (software ID) to which navigator software generates this 

key information using a random number etc. is used. Since the configuration which generates new 

key information, then security improve whenever there was a demand, it is desirable. 

[0038] When the user of a requiring agency is checked, it judges whether a license is published 

or not and it judges with license issue being possible, the license issue origin which received this 

license demand command uses said key information for license information, locks (enciphering), 

and sends it out to a user system. The license consent processing by this license issue system is 

explained in full detail later. 

[0039] A user system removes a key using the saved key information (decryption), and takes 

out said license information. Application software checks this license information, if it is just, it 

will be performed, and if not just, it will not be performed. In addition, application software itself 

may be enciphered and the above-mentioned license information may adopt the configuration 

made into the cryptographic key whose activation decrypts this code and is enabled. 

[0040] In such an example, it becomes the authentication information used in order that the key 

information which the navigator software by the side of a user system generates may judge the 

justification of use of application software. In addition, although you may make it the 

configuration which a license issue system generates authentication information and is sent to a 

user system, the above-mentioned approach is more more advantageous for the improper use 

prevention by other users. Since the main point of this invention is in what "migration of a license 

is enabled for by eliminating information required checking the justification of application 

software", in the following explanation, it names such information genetically and makes it 

"authentication information." 

[0041] Next, the migration processing of a license which is the description of this invention is 

explained using drawing 3 . First, if the license migration request of a certain application software 

is inputted by the user, the notice section 31 of a license migration request contained in navigator 

software will create the license migration request information on the application software 

concerned, and will send it to a license issue system by him. 
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[0042] The license issue system which received this license migration request information is you 

which is contained in this license migration information. The authentication information and you 

The name, applique Information, such as a SHON name, checks, a license starting information 

bureau 36 checks, and it is right you. The **, right applique SHON software and the thing about 

a right license is checked, and if just, the license migration starting information issue section 37 

will publish license migration starting information. This justification check is malfunction or other 

you. It is carried out in order to prevent the elimination actuation by the **'s and others malice. 

[0043] In the user system which received license migration starting information, the license 

migration starting section 32 of navigator software starts elimination processing of the memorized 

authentication   information   after  checking   the   correction   of  the   information.   First, the 

authentication information elimination section 33 eliminates authentication information, and 

information for the elimination check section 34 to notify that surely ****** and the notice 

section 35 of an elimination check were eliminated in this elimination is generated. 

[0044] In a license issue system, the license migration request check section 38 checks what this 

notice was received, surely authentication information was eliminated, and the elimination check 

section 34 checked it for. After that, the correspondence table rewriting section 39 rewrites the 

status [ application software / which was required as the user of the demand origin of the 

correspondence table 131 of drawing 1 ] of correspondence during license migration. 

[0045] Next, license issue processing is explained using drawing 4 . The notice means 41 of a 

license consent demand in the navigator software of a user system creates license consent demand 

information including the information which identifies the application software which the user 

directed, and sends it out to a license issue system. In the license issue system which received this 

license consent demand information, correspondence with the application software with which the 

registration retrieval means 42 gave consent with the user of a requiring agency user system 

investigates first whether it registers with the correspondence table 131. In addition, the approach 

of recognizing the user of a requiring agency user system has the approach of taking out the 

user-identification information included in demand information like explanation by the term of the 

conventional technique, an approach using ID of personal computer communications, etc. 

[0046] If registration is not made, since this is a demand to begin, it judges [ whether consent 

is given to the user of a requiring agency, and ] with the license consent judging means 43. It 

performs by judging whether a requiring agency user can be charged like [ processing / this / 

judgment ] what was explained with the conventional technique. And if consent is possible, it 

registers by the license registration section 44 matching with the correspondence table 131 the 

information which identifies the user of 2 demand origin, the information which identifies the 

application software which gave consent, and the status which shows that it will be in a license 

migration condition, and the license consent information-sending section 46 sends out to the user 

system of license consent information demand-origin. 

[0047] Since consent will already be given when correspondence with the application software 

which had the demand with the user of a requiring agency is registered on the correspondence 
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table 131, the license migration condition judging section 45 investigates the corresponding status. 

Only when the status is in a migration condition, since the user of a requiring agency is in a 

condition without an usable system even if he holds the license of the corresponding application 

software, the license consent information-sending section 46 creates new license consent 

information, and he sends it to the user system of a requiring agency. 

[0048] In addition, although illustration was omitted, if the status is not in a migration condition, 

since it cannot be made usable by two or more user systems with one license, issue of new 

license consent information is not performed. 

[0049] 

[Effect of the Invention] As explained above, when the user system which the user who once 

licensed uses is changed according to this invention, it becomes possible to move a license. 

Moreover, two or more user systems with one license do not become usable. It receives it being 

alike, and receiving and giving two or more licenses, and a license is moved easily. 

[Brief Description of the Drawings] 

[Drawing l] It is drawing showing the hardware configuration of the embodiment of this 

invention. 

[Drawing 2] It is the conceptual diagram of the contents of record of a commutative storage. 

[Drawing 3] It is drawing explaining license migration processing of the embodiment of this 

invention. 

[Drawing 4] It is drawing explaining license consent processing of the embodiment of this 

invention. 

[Description of Notations] 

11: User system 

110: Body of a user system 111: Storage means 

112: Drive equipment 

12: Communication line 

13: License issue system 

130: Body of a system 131: Correspondence table 

2: Commutative storage 

31: Notice section of a license migration request 32: License migration starting section 

33: Authentication information elimination section 34: Authentication information elimination 

check section 

35: Notice section of an authentication information elimination check 36: License migration 

request check section 

37: License migration starting information issue section 38: Authentication information elimination 

check section 

39: Correspondence table rewriting section 

41: License consent demand section 42: Registration retrieval section 

43: License consent judging section 44: License registration section 
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45: License migration condition judging section 46: License consent information-sending section 
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^Tf^tntSHfT^tu^^^ ;&33, 77V ir—zsa>v 

^z<Dmmtm*iEm-?&z>iB&iz.v>3^ 77vir—> 

3>v7Wi7i>mmBsmiz-rzm£kUT, fi&a- 
-fe>^315feW4R^^iE\^LT'b, 77V >r- 

is3>77hVx 7<o&ShK&m~ei*fcte& o \z vrc t> 

[0 0 08] 

<£ 5       tffctx—If S^X -^A ©^KSfxte 5 
*>> ^$1?tffll/Wc77'Ut-'>3>y7h« 

[0 0 0 9] UfcUfcEOi-Sfc, «A— F 
7i7ID;5\ V7b»7i7 ID0HlYlA» (#W3W 
7?) £ffi^T^1r>XM:££b&Wif;£&£&^o A 
-H7i7 I D^fflO^^&fJgfbt/^-lf^X^AT 
\t I D#S&S©-C4£flpRiJtr?& 0.       V 7b7i 

(5) #58^1 0-14 9 2 8 3 
8 

7lD*m^Z>m&bJt*a-V^(m&±^ 4>&<<fc 

h!7i7ID*4)W6»&i^i) > ±\Z>f—!?77 

« o SFf u v JO.—r-Aa*Sft va—»fT- A t'-^-x. 

7/?    [0 0 1 0] £©£&, $>Z>77Wr—z/3>77h<D 

v^-^>7T&-TffimvTm&i77v   ->3 >y 

^r—>3 >V7 hd^"BJti^:*iSi©SST*-5©-C, 

^ tfb^a—tf^>x^A©a—mztaz.. mmmsz: 
-$.%.T^fe^m^g*>mm.77V5—i'3>77 ht>m 

20 m^mzu^^ob.^owmMA^-z>t^ 
[ooii] i$mmt.z\<D&?tmm&\z&?)3z~£ti 

fcfe©T?£fX 77'lJ^-y3>77h0Mt>70 

[0 0 12] 

arasflHfrrsfc*©^ jaE©ra&s»i. mr© 

ftis7 T" A tCcfc o TMfc$*l3o 
o «38$fi3ge*5«fctttmmmfc dt^si-s) 

\zm?i2nrz77V5--~>3>77 hv?.7<Dm&m 

1lBI*«3rr*¥a:t. «E77*'jy-i/3>y7Wi 
7{C*f^6rr^tJ82^'r-t>XfF^1f^©iE^f4*5Lx <y 

TEm'V3c>Z>M£tZ<DJ>m5.77V5--i>'3>V 
7h*7x7&mfzsm£.?z;m^ amem-ztir^ 

40 *ii>7.#mm&m&?z>^mii. im^±>7ft 
mm&m& vrcztz^n >7mn->7 ^ \zm& 

[0 0 13] #58g§tt, JJBffl*W&©5-"6> mz^-t 

IB*Ufct€9C> 7yjy-y3>77h'7i7« 

ftisxT&izmm-z'mt&Jcrz z. t\zwm>^ 
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[0 0 14] &rc^-t>X&WlVm\Z-?Z>%Llsb\Z. yt 

<Dmm^m<D^iz>xfm'mm&m£rrz>&o iz 

T^±>xmf ^-tyx&wm 

±>XffiTi/7,7^A\Zffi&ifr?3;-£ftJ2.^t h =? 

fa_h$i±££:86{cf4, ^1r>7*}|*fPiit4^-rir>7. 

[ooi5] ±m<Dmm&:mm-z>m-.<Dmw 
(st*S3) ©fipg*?ysg»4> TOHEttmt&sflME 

ittfttfc^x y # L/T, rai«tWiiESTf**»^fc© 

mmzm^vrcz\tz^^>xmf->^Aizm^i 

[0 0 16] *^©^SffiggM-U^ TZTWr—*/ 

f^6bfeHHB8*ffl^iT7< -fe>X?F§§1*J8<*:©:Px 2/ 

-So 
[0 0 17] C©fe©> SB—©fgHJ3©J;5{c^Ki:>7 

f4*fofrr-577*U     v3 >V7 K«^x7©*ff*«ffi* 

(6) #W¥1 0-149283 
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[0018] M-r-sK, m-^mm. fg-xmwozs 

iLy2?%®\Z&WZ^*ffi3&&Z\t\Z&V, 
•fe>X©^ft^"5Jtifc-r^j £©Sg-©fi! 
9§K;fe^Tfc. SB—©5§^<i:|^SI©a67?> MSB77*U 
^r->^3 >V 7 h©7<-b>X^a^*r§n v> H 

>7.^»®^3 V > H SrgttTrK ir >73Sfr V7NT" A 

io ^ntdmmzmm^mz^Tmm^mmM 

[0019] *7c> ^mxm^omi m^ms. 

7, 8) (4S^©^^^frt-^^JmiSti^fC|^U 

©   ^-f-fe^^ffv-X-^A Sf*S9~l 2) 
±is©ras^:$^-r-5ME©^ at&H9) ©9^ 

fg#t3ffigj»© a.—tfKMUT^K -Iz^XIHiSfr^ 

bfc«^{C«^f|«*©*ofeTyU ^r—>a >y 

ii. m&ffimmmm^m\z&v^^>*m&*m 

XH^n©ti^2^«©a.-if^giJ1^t. fF^^^ 

>V7 b7x7lEgiJfimt©^^i®®$nT^S#g- 
Kf4. SSa-1»JMi:77'U ^r—> 3 >V 7 h 7 

K©#.^-f -fe >7Lil^c©^!ffiii^S{C ^< - t >xr? 

50 mmk&mm-z^Wi^ ffimmm&vyy'v'r- 
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[0020] $&&ffi\z&^xh. ^^^>xmf^x 

[0 0 2 1] ^-k>XfF^^fg^J»fbfcm> 9 

[0 0 2 2] M§^S6^07<t>7fB^?: 

[0 0 2 3] 3E»3*VC^*#&i& 5EfC^-r-fe>XfF 

«8**fiarUT^T CWI88rc*t5"0 dOf®77 

[0 0 2 4] ^Tl^yggMc9^L—tn^ 7<ir> 

(7) HW1 0-14928 3 
12 

[0 0 2 5] Z<mm\Z&^T. flfflE77*'J$—~>3> 
77 ho^-r -tr>x^i!j^ii^r§nv> vzmmm 
mm&v&mu mmmmgm\ztt^-c&&2tifzm 
m&<D$mz&t&F.-tz>^&ct$:iPtz,£ z> \zm&tz> z 

JO t.im£\,w rna 3.-tf\z&z>wm&j$>i-¥53- 

«Sa»f^K;*W-*5fe^fe*lSl±*-a:-5&J6Kli» rM'-fe 

[0 0 2 6] 3^ ^CD5gBJ07-f-fe>^^ffv^^ 
Ate, ffi«EKS^UT^$nfcfi^!!Hii^»5^7 

20 ^zMVT^^yxfm&ftfr^fr&fr&mttzn 

7Udr—> 3 > V 7 h 7 x7mififfli^ #7?Vfr— 
•>3>77 h7x7#Wir>7^»^K&^5;^ 

=L-^fm\mi£7^) >r-i/ 3>77Wi 7»» 

tr^S"J1f^<h77U:/a >77 h7x7S£S<J 

■fe >xfffi%-5-z.z>m&\zi3.^ ± >zm$5i&>ffim 
mm@<Dir-*fmiimt. fm^x.r^7^j<r-^ 

4? h7x7r<DHftfBX5i-^7;d^-r-fe>7^Ili^gT^:^ 

m3-—*fmiim£77v r->3>77 K»7X7«»J 

JS©7 ^-^Ts/O^-r - t >^sab«»T?*«.*^sd^ w 
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[0 0 2 7] £©f§93rau 5-r-fe>7:^fT^x^AaW 

&fi8B£ ©SUttf tt£5Px y    5 C £ KJ; 0 77*y 

[oo2 8] z.<Dmm\z&^Th. mssD5mt.m%iv> 

® 7-r-tr>xfiff/^ito^ oni^f13, i4) 

x TOiMt&t. yU 5—*/ 3 >V 7 h !7 x 7# 

H^TCO a—tfgfc8«Jti8g<i: 7 7*U :V 3 >V 7 h y x 

ffnes-^^jtTT'u ^—>3 >v^ h^xz^gfjit 
at, SryU'Jr-^s^yyh^xTOtJSBXT^-^ 

m%\zu. mm3.-*fm\fimtT7v     a >y7 

(8) W1 0-149283 
14 

m&\z<D&7<ii>xmwc<Diffimmgm\z^~£> 

*>xiwaira*fiS£U MSB7yu^-v3>yyh 

[00 29] £ ©7xfettSWmaWic:fi_hf3f^ 1, 

—>3>V7h'7x7&mM^m£.TZ>o ■ 
[0030] ^^mD'mmmmmz?-i*L>7,&& 

i£rrs^.—tftzyu^r—>3>y 7 h^i/toa* 

[0031] sfc, ±aa©na^*«»t-r«*:ae)fflSBA 

w^as^e*^ 6i**m i,%^mmmm^\z?m^ti 

ir>^.f^S 7-f -fe >X^ff v^^AJCM^r-S t#fr 

tutzyu^-;^3>y y tyxy&mmnmt&zrc 

&\zm^n&7^^>7,fmm*mm>mi£.wm 
^^ftfo\sTm^<Dffi®9m&mzmf^z>mmz 

»»ffit. SHgSWc77"^-i^3>V7h7i 
T©i^J1ta<fc, i77'jy-y3>V7h^i7^7 

^c®a—tflKgirtlSIt 7- y U ^r- > 3>V7h7i7 

3-—*fmimmt77°v ^-y3>77 hvnymm 

so m<Dnm<Dm^n^\ ^■t>xmm&j3-z-z>m&iz 
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ir yTMmm-ZtZ^ Z. tZ3$fe-3VT%mr 

msmgmzmr\^ fm=L--*fm\mm£77°*)tr- 

♦fttSWlBIt> 3 >7 7 

wmmmmwe>3.--*fm\4imtm77°v   > 3 > 

[0 0 3 2] CltUi^SffijftfCfifff*^3, 7, 11 

[0 0 3 3] 

x5rA#*ilot, Bic(inf«aBnrr<saBtm^i 1 
it. ^imsEti^2(DmfrttivzftteoF^zmm 
1 1 2 £;rrs. 
[0 0 3 4] tf5>7.5"A«-^KC^ 

Y-Ti7,2tim^ ens. 
[0 0 3 5] *fc^Hjffi«BSE»2«x CD-ROK«« 

*^S/BWr H9-f ^«l 1 2«d(DBjm 

^ff->X^Al 3fi, EI3. m4\Z7fC$-Wm (fB© * 
^fr-T-S^X^A^l 3 0£> ^<1z>7.^»)^-1'-t 

>^.fF^s#A^—=L—*f\zmr\^tzmm 

tcwjBssaMk-r^jBjssr—^>n 3 I^WT 

(9) #18^1 0-149 28 3 
16 

[0 0 3 6] «6£li^^T^ffl$nS"BJi^5tt^(I 

^77 h jWftK-<>X 1—;^nTli-51^!flS^BT7 

*5t^a»gU3 5, ^±>xmm?m41 

[0037] ccufrsixi/fca-iftt. *-r±ey 
-^v^hs-ge O^L—tf   ^A c-r >x 1—)vr 
So M^TOL—y^^fMCDTyU^-va>77 h&M 

ftrz7^±L>7>mffc\Z, ^77lJ^-y3>77^0 
^-r-fe>x^*rsnv>p^ff-rso ^o^-tr 
>X*7> FKfcL 'Pfc< £%miZft/Z77°i) 

SO ^"->'3>V^h^x7'^#^rS'l^<h*f3. J1CDH 
:£nv> FK^©S|1i$gflitf#snSo t^«fgte± 
^-777hA»Sl^TMr5 I D (77 h 

[0 0 3 8] ^C97-r-fe>XM*n-7>H^ftb7S:9 
-r-fe>X2§fT7cf£. H^7CO^.-if0^x<y^*ffV^ 

S„ '©^-f-fe>7.^ff->X^A^<i;S9-1'-b>XfF^ 

[0 0 3 9] J3.--tF->X^A««#bTli^M$ffl 

"To 77*lJ^-y3>77Mt dCD^-r-fe>x^* 
^xty^bTIE^^*)©t?*tl(i|^T$n. lE^-^^-t 
n^*fT$tuS:^„ 7y*)*r-y3>77HO 

#^uTiifT^rt6<h-rsBi^t-rs®fi£€Sffl UT«> 

SO &S<\ 
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[0 0 4 0] ZL<D£513gm$WZ&^T}3~ =L—*fzs7> 

&*nmz-?z>i z\t\z&z><D-z, zrFowffi-wt. z\n 

[0 0 4 1] MZ, *mW<D¥mX>&&, ^M"-fc>X© 

x&mtmt>*?<titsnz>£, ±¥?-?yy uz^n 

^■t>xmf->^A\zmm-^c 
[0 042] z\0^^>x&wiikm*m$:g.mvr^ 

<m>xwrz/XT&te. m^^y^mmmz^-SL 

x-y^te, wmt3b%^\m^L- ^<b<Dmm\z&z>m 
4m3fe*:ffi<rcjsb\zfttz£>nz> h<Dx&z>o 
[0043] ^j^y7~m^m&^m\,r^=L—tf 

©SBS^©^^??^, rr. wmmmm3 3 

[0 0 4 4] ^<ir>X^ff^X^ATfa> d©a&]£: 

m®3 4fitmzi<rzz\£%^±>7.&mfj&mmB3 
8)Httgr«. t<?m^ MfeT—7~)Vm®k%M3 9 
#*. HlfiWWSx—^Pl 3 1©, H^TCCD^—tfirH 

[0 04 5] JfcK, B4«JB^T,       "fe>X&mm 

(10) 10-149283 
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■r-y;n 3 1 \zMtsnx\,^itfi^im^s>. 

•57Jg^i*3. 
[0 0 4 6] gUfrfcZtlT^mftUi. d;htea&*T 

*c m&^-^z^i$m~z$>z>frm^mi£?z> 

X^SP44jmfcrr—7)V\3\\Z, 2M^7C©i- 

y hVx7%mi?z>tim£> ^^>7mmmzu 

[0 0 4 7] m$5tox.—tftM&<n&~Dtc.7y°V>r— 
20 y3>V7b7i7LVMJ&fimi&T—~7)V 1 3 1 \Z& 

&m-v$>z>m&te, mzfm&-¥%.T^2>z£\ztez<D 
^±>x&W)®miiim4:S\z&r), ttf&rzx 

2K S*7n0a-tf}JiSt§77°'J7—>a>V7 h 
^xT©^-r-fe>7.*^#UT^T*>^-5Tf&5:->7.^ 
A*^Hri«8BT*S«!)-e» 7^ir>XfF§g11t$&££Hgi54 

—tfs^xAtsasfl-rs. 
[0 0 4 8] fc^BStttflfcl/fcai, 7J—$'7,iffi®i 

•^A-U^fflnrffifC-r^t>ltiC(3:t.^^;t.i©T, 

[0049] 
mm<mm eimm^r^oiz. *miiz&tu& 

X5rA#WBlj!£t&£;&t,>0 \zttlsXmk<D?-1-t> 

X&5-Z.Z>\ZttlsT, 7^-t:>7s<7>&m&®MiZftteo 
40 [mrnvmmtmw) 

m 1 ] imw<»mmm>>\- H ^ x r^s^-ria 

[02] ^mffim&<D%mftm>m&mx3bz>0 

[03] *mi<mmm&7^>73mm&*w>i 

[04] ^Hjoiufi^o^-r-b^fi^ra^^ 

[^©UiHJ] 
1 1 : tfv'X^A 

ii?  110: a.—y->7.^A^     111: ISit^ 
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